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Penalty Doubles 

Let's compare Takeout and Penalty Doubles: 

Takeout Penalty 

At low levels, we know little about partner's hand, 

so our doubles tend to be TO 

When we know more about partner's hand (e.g. 

1N opener), our doubles tend to be penalty 

Doubles of preempts up to 4H are TO.  (Above 

that, bid 4NT / 5NT for 2- or 3-suited TO.) 

Doubles of preempts 4S and higher tend to be 

penalty. 

When opponents show a fit, doubles are TO When opponents misfit, doubles are penalty 

Double of an artificial bid (e.g. transfer) shows the 

suit bid and is lead-directing / suggesting a sac 

A double over the suit shown is penalty (e.g. 

pass transfer, then double) 

 Partner makes a takeout double that you 

choose to convert. 

Playing team games, low-level penalty doubles 

are high-risk / low return. 

Playing pairs, low-level penalty doubles may be 

necessary to preserve a good score.  

(Remember that +200 is a magic number.) 

 We bid game voluntarily and they keep bidding. 

(Forcing pass) 

Some risks with penalty doubles: 
• Count on an opener for about 2 quick tricks.  BUT Remember that opener's tricks may get ruffed away 

• Substance in the trump suit is important for a penalty double: QJT98 is 3 sure tricks.  A5432 is only 1. 
• Sometimes, you'll confidently double a contract, only to have the opponents run to a better contract. 

• Sometimes you'll confidently double a contract, only to have them make it, given the heads-up on the bad trump 
position. 

• Be wary of doubling 1NT openers (tricks, not just high cards) 

  
Tactics: 
• Note the role of balancing in relation to penalty doubles.  If direct-seat hands can't make a penalty double 

(because the double is takeout), then the balancer needs to double (as takeout) to give partner the opportunity 
to leave it in. 

• Doubling a two-suited bid (Michaels / Unusual 2N) suggests a penalty double of one or both suits 
• When your side doubles for penalty on values (as opposed to a strong trump holding), it's often right to lead a 

trump. 
• An out-of-the-blue double of 3N demands the lead of dummy's 1st-bid suit. 
• An out-of-the-blue double of a slam (a "Lightner Double") demands an unexpected lead. 


